Abstract. Recent studies suggest that human interaction experience with virtual agents can be, to a very large degree, described by people's personality traits. Moreover, the nonverbal behavior of a person has been known to indicate several social constructs in different settings. In this study, we analyze human-agent interaction from the perspective of the personality of the human and the nonverbal behaviors he/she displays during the interaction. Based on existing work in psychology, we designed and recorded an experiment on human-agent interactions, in which a human communicates with two different virtual agents. Human-agent interactions are described with three self-reported measures: quality, rapport and likeness of the agent. We investigate the use of self-reported personality traits and extracted audio-visual nonverbal features as descriptors of these measures. Our results on a correlation analysis show significant correlations between the interaction measures and several of the personality traits and nonverbal features, which are supported by both psychology and human-agent interaction literature. We further use traits and nonverbal cues as features to build regression models for predicting measures of interaction experience. Our results show that the best results are obtained when nonverbal cues and personality traits are used together.
Introduction
A growing number of applications seek to provide social abilities and humanlike intelligence to computers. Compelling social interactions with computers, or specifically Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs), are persuasive, engaging, and they increase trust and feeling of likeness, so it is understandable why recent trends show increasing usage of virtual agents in social media, education or social coaching.
Clearly, with the advance of social, user-aware adaptive interfaces, it has become increasingly important to model and reason social judgment for agents.
To help virtual agents to interpret the human behaviors a number of observation studies has been proposed: human conversational behaviors are induced in (mainly, with the Wizard-of-Oz) experiments with agents, or in interaction with other humans. Further, observed behaviors are used to model both perception and reasoning components for the agents.
Several studies investigated the impact of human personality on the outcomes of human-agent interaction (HAI) and on the evaluation of the agent, with a goal to understand human preference for interactive characters. In most of those works, only the extraversion trait has been considered as the personality trait to analyze. The most notable studies on this topic come from the early 2000s. Limited by technology, researchers used only vocal behaviors [19] , or a still image and textual interfaces [10] to simulate the extraverted/intraverted agent. In similar and more recent studies extraversion is manipulated via computer-generated voice and gestures of 2D cartoon-like agent [5] . As outcomes, it has been shown how humans are attracted by characters who have both similar personality, confirming similarity rule, and opposite personality, confirming complementary rule (see [5] for an overview).
Other recent studies have started to observe influence of personality traits other than extraversion to various social phenomena of HAI, such as rapport, or perception of agent's personality [17] . In [28] , two conditions (low and high behaviour realism) of an agent designed to build rapport (the Rapport agent) were manipulated in interaction with humans. Further, human personality traits were correlated with persistent behavioral patterns, such as shyness or fear of interpersonal encounters. The results of the study have shown how both extraversion and agreeableness have been recognized to have a major impact on human attitudes, more than gender and age. Other Big 5 traits, namely neuroticism, openness to experience and consciousness were not found significant. Another study with the Rapport agent compared the perceived rapport of HAI to the rapport experienced in human-human conversation [12] . Results indicate how people who score higher in agreeableness perceived strong rapport both with the agent and a human, with a stronger relationship for the agent than human. Moreover, people with higher conscientiousness reported strong rapport when they communicated with both the agent and a human. A first-impression study [6] , analyzed the impact of human personality on human judgments of the agents across conditions in which agents displayed different nonverbal behaviors (proximity and amount of smiles and gazing). Judgments included agent's extraversion and friendliness. The study has shown how agent smiles had a main effect on judging of friendliness, showing positive correlation between smiles and friendliness. However, the relation between human personality and perceived interaction in this study is not that evident: it has only been concluded that people with low agreeableness tend to interpret agents who gaze more as friendlier.
In this paper, we build an experimental study to investigate the influence of human personality to perceived experience of HAI. We also study how humans' audio-visual nonverbal cues can be used to reveal perceived experience. We further experiment with regression models to predict the perceived experience measures using both personality traits and nonverbal cues. The motivation for our study comes from several facts. As explained beforehand, personality traits shape perception and behaviors of humans in human-human and human-agent interaction. Nonverbal cues have been also shown to characterize several social constructs [13] , and to be significant in predicting some of the Big 5 traits in social computing (e.g. in social media [3] , and in face-to-face meetings [1] ). Moreover, recent advances in social computing have shown how fusion of audio-visual data is significant for prediction of various behavioral patterns and phenomena in social dialogue, such as dominance [25] or aggression [14] . Thus, we believe that fusion of both visual and acoustic cues could be significant for predicting perceived measures of HAI. Our study is similar to the study with the Rapport agent [28] , but with one major difference: rather than only observing the influence of personality traits on HAI experience we focus on the multi-modal analysis of perceived experience using both visual and vocal nonverbal behavior cues as well as the personality traits.
Specifically, in this paper we investigate the nonverbal cues and self-reported Big five traits as descriptors of an interaction of a person with two different virtual agents. We design a study in which we collect audio-visual data of humans talking with agents, along with their Big 5 traits and perceived experience measures. We describe interaction experience through three measures (quality, rapport and likeness) [7] . The virtual agents we use in our study are Sensitive Artificial Listeners (SALs) [17] , which are designed with the purpose of inducing specific emotional conversation. There are in total four different agents in the SAL system: happy, angry, sad and neutral character. Studies suggest that the perceived personality of a social artifact has a significant effect on usability and acceptance [27] , so we find these agents relevant to explore the interaction experience. Though SALs' understanding capabilities are limited to emotional processing, their personality has been successfully recognized in a recent evaluation study [17] .
Our study has three contributions. First, we examine the relation between the self-reported Big 5 traits and perceived experience in human-agent interaction, with comparison to existing work in social psychology and human-agent interaction. Second, we investigate links between nonverbal cues and perceived experience, with an aim to find which nonverbal patterns are significant descriptors of experience aspects: quality of interaction, rapport and likeness of the agent. Finally, we build a method to predict HAI experience outcome based on automatically extracted nonverbal cues displayed during the interaction and self-reported Big 5 traits. Given the fact that we record our subjects with a consumer depth camera, we also investigate and discuss potentials of using cheap markerless tracking system for analyzing nonverbal behaviors.
Data Collection
Our data collection contains recordings of 33 subjects, out of which are 14 females and 19 males. 26 are graduate students and researchers in computer science, and 7 are students of management. Most of them have different cultural background; however 85% subjects are Caucasians. Subjects were recruited using two mailing lists and they were compensated with 10 CHF for participation.
Before the recording session, each subject had to sign the consent form, and fill in demographic information and NEO FFI Big 5 personality questionnaire [16] . The recording session contains three recordings of the subject, where the data has been captured with a Kinect RGB-D camera (see Figure 1) . First, the subject was asked to give a 1-minute self-presentation via video call. Then, he/she had two 4-minute interactions with two agents: first interaction was with sad Obadiah, and second with cheerful Poppy. These characters are selected because evaluation study on SALs [17] has shown how Poppy is the most consistent and familiar and Obadiah is the most believable character. Before the interaction, subjects were given an explanation what SALs are and what they can expect from interaction. To encourage the interaction, a list of potential conversation topics was placed in the view-field of a subject. Topics were: plans for the weekend, vacation plans, things that a subject did yesterday/last weekend, country where a subject was born, last book which a subject read. After each human-agent interaction, the subjects filled out a questionnaire, reporting their perceived interaction experience and mood. Due to the relatively small number of recruited subjects, we assigned all subjects to same experimental conditions, meaning that they first interacted with sad Obadiah, then to cheerful Poppy.
Interaction experience measures have been inspired from the study [7] in which authors investigate how Big 5 traits are manifested in mixed-sex dyadic interactions of strangers. To measure perceived interaction, they construct a "Perception of Interaction" questionnaire with items which rate various aspects of participants' interaction experience. We target the same aspects in human-agent interaction: Quality of Interaction (QoI), Degree of Rapport (DoR) and Degree of Likeness of the agent (DoL). Each interaction aspect in our questionnaire was targeted by a group of statements with a five-point Likert scale ((1) -Disagree strongly to (5) -Agree strongly).
Some of the items used by [7] were excluded, such as "I believe that partner wants to interact more in the future", given the constrained social and perception abilities of SALs. In total, our interaction questionnaire has 15 items which report QoI (7), DoR (5) and DoL (3) . The questions that we used in the questionnaire and the target aspect of each question is shown in Table 1 . The values of these measures are normalized to the range in [0, 1]. Additionally, our questionnaire also measures subject's mood (same questionnaire as used in [4] ), which is at the moment excluded from our experiments. Table 1 . The questions and targeted aspects in the interaction questionnaire
Question
Target Aspect The interaction with the character was smooth, natural, and relaxed. QoI I felt accepted and respected by the character. DoR I think the character is likable. DoL I enjoyed the interaction QoI. I got along with the character pretty good. DoR The interaction with the character was forced, awkward, and strained. QoI I did not want to get along with the character. DoL I was paying attention to way that character responds to me and I was adapting my own behaviour to it. DoR I felt uncomfortable during the interaction. QoI The character often said things completely out of place. QoI I think that the character finds me likable. DoR The interaction with the character was pleasant and interesting. QoI I would like to interact more with the character in the future. DoL I felt that character was paying attention to my mood. DoR I felt self-conscious during the conversation. QoI
At the end of each recording session, several streams were obtained: RGB-D data and audio data from Kinect, and screen captures and log files with description of agent's behaviour.
Cue Extraction
We extracted nonverbal cues from both visual and auditory channel. The selection of features was based on previous studies on human-human interaction and conversational displays in psychology. For visual nonverbal displays we studied the literature on displays of attitude in initial human-human interactions (interactions where the interaction partners meet for the first time). Then, given the fact that previous research has shown how personality traits of extraversion and agreableness are important predictors of HAI [28] , we also take into account findings on nonverbal cues which are important for predicting personality traits.
Related to attitude in initial human-human interaction, a number of works observe how postural congruence and mimicry are positively related to liking and rapport ( [15, 31] , or more recently [29] ). Mimicry has also been investigated in human-agent community, with attempts to build automatic models to predict mimicry [26] . Our interaction scenario can only observe facial mimicry, because SAL agents have only their face visible and they do not make any body leans. Among other nonverbal cues, psychological literature agrees how frequent eye contact, relaxation, leaning and orienting towards, less fiddling, moving closer, touching, more open arm and leg positions, smiling and more expressive face and voice are signs of liking from observer's (or coder's) point of view [2, 13] . Yet, when it comes to displays of liking associated with self-reported measures, findings are not that evident. In an extensive review of literature dealing with the posture cue, Mehrabian shows how displays of liking vary from gender and status [18] . He also shows how larger reclining angle of sideways leaning communicates a more negative attitude, and smaller reclining angle of a communicator while seated, and therefore a smaller degree of trunk relaxation, communicates a more positive attitude. Investigation of non-verbal behavior cues and liking conducted on initial same-sex dyad interactions [15] shows how the most significant variables in predicting subjects' liking is the actual amount of mutual gaze and the total percentage time looking. Other significant behaviors are: expressiveness of the face and the amount of activity in movement and gesture, synchrony of movement and speech, and expressiveness of the face and gesturing. Another cross-study [24] examined only kinesics and vocalic behaviors. Results show how increased pitch variety is associated with female actors, whereas interesting effect is noticed for loudness and length of talking, which decrease over interaction time. Though authors say how their research shows how this means disengagement in conversations, another work reports how this means greater attractiveness [21] .
Psychologists have noted that, when observed alone, vocal and paralinguistic features have the highest correlation with person judgments of personality traits, at least in certain experimental conditions [8] . This has been confirmed in some studies in automatic recognition of personality traits which use nonverbal behavior as predictors. A study on the prediction of personality impressions analyses predictability of Big 5 personality trait impressions using audio-visual nonverbal cues extracted from the vlogs [3] . Nonverbal cues include speaking activity (speaking time, pauses, etc.), prosody (spectral entropy, pitch, etc.), motion (weigthed motion energy images, movements in front of camera), gaze behavior, vertical framing (position of the face), and distance to camera. Among the cues, speaking time and length, prosody, motion and looking time were most significant for inferring the perceived personality. Observer judgments of extraversion are positively correlated with high fluency, meaning greater length of the speech segments, and less number of speaking turns, and positively with loudness, looking time and motion. People who are observed as more agreeable speak with higher voice, and people who are observed as more extraverted have a higher vocal control. In another study on meeting videos [23] , speech related measurements (e.g., speaking time, mean energy, pitch, etc.) and percent of looking time (e.g., amount of received and given gaze) were shown as significant predictors of personality traits.
Based on the overviewed literature we extract the following features from human-agent interaction sequences: speaking activity, prosody, body leans, head direction, visual activity, and hand activity. Every cue, except hand activity, is extracted automatically from whole conversational sequences. Whereas we acknowledge the importance of mimicry, in this experiment we only extract individual behaviors of humans without looking at agent's behavior.
Audio Cues
To extract nonverbal cues from speech, we first applied automatic speaker diarization on human-agent audio files using Idiap Speaker Diarization Toolkit [30] . We further used MIT Human Dynamics group toolkit ( [22] to export voice quality measures.
Speaking Activity. Based on the diarization output, we extracted the speech segments of the subject and computed the following features for each humanagent sequence: total speaking length (TSL), total speaking turns (TST), filtered turns, and average turn duration (ATD). 
Visual Cues
One of the aspects we wanted to investigate in this study is the potential of using cheap markerless motion capture systems (MS Kinect SDK v1.8) for the purpose of automatic social behavior analysis. Using Kinect SDK upper body and face tracking information we created body lean and head direction classifier. Since the tracker produced significantly poor results for arm/hand joints, hand activity of the subject during the interaction was manually annotated.
Body Leans. In this paper we propose a module for automatic analysis of body leans from 3D upper body pose and depth image. We use a support vector machine (SVM) classifier, RBF kernel, trained with extended 3D upper body pose features. Extended 3D upper body pose is an extended version of features extracted from Kinect SDK upper body tracker; along with x-y position values of shoulders, neck and head, it also contains torso information and z-values of shoulders, neck and torso normalized with respect to the neutral body pose. Using our classifier, distribution of the following body leans is extracted: neutral, sideways left, sideways right (SR), forward and backward leans (BL). These categories are inspired from psychological work on posture behavior and displays of affect [18] . Along with those distributions we also compute frequency of shifting between those leans.
Head Direction. We use a simple method which outputs three head directions; screen, table, or other (HDO), and frequency of shifts (HDFS). The method is using 3D object approximation of screen and table and head information retrieved from Kinect face tracker. The method is tested on manually annotated ground truth data and is proven to produce satisfying results.
Visual Activity. The visual activity of the subject is extracted by using weighted motion energy images (wMEI), which is a binary image that describes the spatial motion distribution in the video sequence [3] . The features we extract are statistics of wMEI: entropy, mean and median value.
Hand Activity. To manually annotate hand activity we used the following classes: hidden hands, hand gestures (GES), gestures on table, hands on table, and self-touch (ST). The classes are proposed in a study on body expressions of participants of employment interviews [20] .
Analysis and Results
In the first two parts of this section, we present the correlation analysis and links between the interaction experience and Big 5 traits and also the extracted nonverbal cues. We compare and discuss our results with previous works from psychology and human-agent interaction literature. We also present the results of our experiments for predicting interaction experience.
Personality and Interaction Experience
We find the individual correlations between Big 5 traits of the participants and individual measures of interaction experience to understand what traits may be useful to infer interaction with two virtual characters. Table 2 shows the significant correlations. Extraversion has the highest correlations with both agents; it is then followed by neuroticism and agreeableness. With regard to extraversion, we found that extraverted subjects reported good QoI and high DoR to both of agents. Extraverted people also reported high DoL for Obadiah, whereas for Poppy we found no significant evidence. In a study on human-human interaction which inspired our work ( [7] ) the extraverted people were more likely to report that they did not feel self-conscious, they perceived their interaction to be smooth, natural, and relaxed, and they felt comfortable around their interaction partner. The similar study on Big Five manifestation in initial dyadic interactions [9] has also shown how extraverted people tend to rate interaction natural and relaxed. This is a direct reference to Carl Jungs view that extraverts' attention is directed outward, away from themselves [11] . These results for extraversion show how social psychology research is translated to the context of human-agent interaction. With regard to agreeableness, we found that more agreeable subjects reported higher DoR to both agents, which is also supported by [7] , and to existing work in human-agent interaction and perception of rapport [12] , which is not surprising, since agreeableness is associated with friendliness, warmth, and sociability. People with higher degree of neuroticism reported higher DoR, QoI and DoL only to agent Poppy. People high in conscientiousness reported higher QoI only for sad Obadiah. With regard to openness to experience, no significant results can be reported. We would also like to drive comparison of our results to existing work on the influence of extraversion trait on the perception of virtual characters with respect to similarity rule, and opposite, complementary rule introduced in Section 1. Our results show two correlation effects of DoL and Big 5 traits for both agents: Obadiah, who is shown to have high neuroticism, and Poppy, who is shown to have high extraversion [17] . Extraverted people in our study show tendency to like Obadiah (for Poppy no relation is found), whereas more people with high neuroticism show tendency to like Poppy (for Obadiah no relation is found). These results show support for the complementary likeness rule.
Nonverbal Cues and Interaction Experience
We study the individual association between nonverbal features and measures of interaction experience, which are shown in Table 3 . As a first result we found that interactions with agent Poppy results in higher cue utilization (18) than with agent Obadiah (10). One possible, albeit speculative, explanation for this could be that subjects freely expressed themselves in second interaction (with Poppy) because they knew what is expected from them. This has been confirmed for assessment of personality meaning that 'when strangers get to know each other, information contained early in the interaction may be less useful for making accurate personality assessments' (see [17] , p. 315. for discussion). Another possible explanation of this phenomena could lie in design of our study: self-reported interaction measures in second interaction (with Poppy) could be affected by subject's experience and measures reported after interaction with Obadiah. The issues and proposed solutions are discussed in Conclusions section.
With regards to QoI, we expected that audio cues will be more significant than visual cues we extracted, as we do not take into account any facial expressions (e.g. confuse or surprise). This was the case, more significant for agent Poppy, with results showing that longer speaking time and more turns mean higher QoI, which is not surprising, taking into account that SALs are designed to induce interaction. Besides, lower pitch, higher value of autocorrelation peaks (louder speech), lower location of autocorrelation peaks, and lower average length of voiced segment also show higher QoI for Poppy. Among visual cues, back leans and head oriented away were found to be significant. Results show how people who lean back more and 'look away from screen' more are not having high QoI with Poppy. Back leans in this case may indicate boredom or lack of interest, whereas gaze in psychological literature serves both as regulator of conversation flow and indicator of attitude. Several studies have confirmed how frequent amount and length of gazing communicates positive attitude towards conversational partner (see [15] for an overview), so in our case, more frequent head directed outwards may also indicate lack of interest. lthough in our case only head direction is computed, our results show that it is an acceptable approximation to eye contact in this scenario. For Obadiah QoI, we also got three significant results, showing that people who make less gestures and whose speech segments and turns last shorter are reporting higher QoI. Shorter speech segments and average turn duration, which are also reported for higher DoL and DoR for Obadiah, indicate that the interaction is indeed two ways, the agent responses to the subject, which could explain the high QoI. After the experiment, some subjects reported how 'they wanted to cheer up Obadiah', so these features could also indicate how subjects who reported higher QoI, DoR and DoL felt an empathy with sad Obadiah. To support this theory, linguistic content of the speech could be analyzed.
For Obadiah, people who also lean back a lot show lower DoR. In case of Poppy, people who take more turns, lean back less, lean sideways right less, speak louder, touch themselves less, look away from screen less show higher DoR. These can all be identified as signals of interest. These features are also found to be significant in human-human interaction ( [7, 15, 18] ). Though, in case of sideways leans Mehrabian argues how reclining angle is important to differentiate positive and negative attitude.
With regards to DoL, in the case of Obadiah, only vocal features of the subjects were found to be significant. Average turn duration, average length of speaking segments, lower fraction of speaking time and fraction speaking over are related to higher DoL, which means people who speak less tend to like Obadiah more. With regards to visual nonverbal cues and DoL, we found only one significant result only for Poppy. People who like Poppy more, do not move their head away from screen a lot. This result is also related to findings on likeness in human-human interaction, showing how people show more direct eye contact to liked partner [24] .
Regression Analysis
The task of predicting the interaction experience is addressed by building computational models for predicting the score of individual measures of perceived experience: QoI, DoR and DoL. For prediction task we used three different regression models: support vector regression (SVR), neural networks (NN) and kernel ridge regression (KRR). Each model is trained using double cross-validation (CV) approach in which for outer fold we used leave-one-out CV, and for inner fold we used 5-fold CV approach. The inner fold is used for parameter optimization. SVR and KRR models use RBF kernel. The models are trained with different feature sets: we experimented with (1) all extracted nonverbal behavior (NVB) cues, (2) all NVB cues and all personality traits (PT), (3) all PT, (4) significant NVB cues, (5) significant PT, and (6) significant NVB and PT (significant NVB cues and PT are shown in tables 2 and 3). Additionally, for all feature sets we also applied Principal Component Analysis (PCA), in order to reduce dimensionality of data. Table 4 shows the results of our experiments, where we report the R 2 and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). Among different feature sets and regression models that we have experimented with, we report the best results for each experience aspect. To stress the difference between experimented feature sets, we only show the results of the best regression model for a specific feature set.
One can first notice how for the best results are obtained when personality traits and nonverbal cues are combined, which boost the performance of each individual input source (PT and NVB used alone). QoI and DoR for both agents are predicted with R 2 of 0.3. Although the R 2 values found for QoI and DoR are on the low side, they are comparable to the results found in other studies in social computing literature for predicting several other social aspects such as personality [1, 3] . DoL is the weakest aspect of our prediction models: The highest R 2 for Obadiah is 0.174 and Poppy 0.322. With regards to the regression method, SVR and KRR have shown to produce similar results and they outperformed NN.
Conclusions
Our paper presented a study in which we attempt to analyze and predict the experience of interaction (or perceived interaction) with virtual characters. A novelty of our work is that we use a combination of nonverbal cues and personality traits to predict the experience. Best prediction results for all experience measures were obtained when nonverbal cues and personality traits are used together as features. The degree of rapport for agent Obadiah and quality of interaction for agent Poppy are the most predictable measures.
We examined self-reported personality traits and extracted nonverbal cues as descriptors of experience and found that personality traits are very significant features, as also reported in [28] . This is another confirmation how humans' personality shapes the experience of human-agent interaction, and how it should be assessed in virtual agents evaluation studies. Another finding related to our work shows how people with high agreeableness perceive strong rapport with an agent designed to build rapport [12] . Our results however suggest that characterization of an agent might not play a role in perceiving the rapport during interaction.
People who score high in agreeableness in our study reported higher rapport with both sad Obadiah and cheerful Poppy. This also points to prior findings on human-human interaction on how the presence of at least one agreeable member in the dyad results with higher rapport perceived with conversational partner [7] . We have also found that some of the extracted nonverbal features significant for describing experience are related to socio-psychological findings on affect and liking, such as body leaning and head orientation. Acoustic and paraliguistic features were shown as more meaningful descriptors than visual features, which is also phenomena observed for judgments of personality traits [8] . All nonverbal features, except hand activities are automatically exported. Cheap markerless motion capture system (MS Kinect v1.8) was found to be partially useful for the purpose of automatic social behavior analysis. Experiments with head information from the face tracking system were successful and we build head direction classifier. However, in subjective evaluation upper body tracking failed to produce reliable results for hand joints so hand activity was manually annotated. Moreover, additional information was required to build body-lean classifier from body tracking system.
A limitation of our study is experimental design. Limited by resources, we assigned our subjects to the same experimental conditions, in which they first completed the interaction with Obadiah, and then for Poppy. The questionnaire was applied after each interaction. One could expect that experience of the second interaction is affected by the first interaction. The same fact is the reason why we can not strongly support complementary likeness rule in HAI, which is suggested by our results. Besides, it has been observed how more significant nonverbal features, or higher cue utilization for interaction scores, were found in second interaction. As explained beforehand, subjects might have freely expressed themselves because they got accustomed to the SAL system.
To overcome somewhat arguable interaction scores we plan to crowdsource the annotation of observed experience from collected audio-visual data. Then, we will perform a study on comparison of self-reported and observed measures. Moreover, to improve prediction of experience additional nonverbal features are considered to be exported: to improve prediction of likeness e.g. eye shifts and eye contact could be useful [24] , and to improve quality of interaction overlapped speech segments could be significant. Instead of using self-reported personality scores as inputs of our regression models, we plan to build computational models which predict personality from audio-visual data. For this task, a thorough study on prediction of personality from nonverbal cues from both human-agent interaction and self-presentation sequences will be done.
